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FIRST HALF FLAT VS LAST YEAR DESPITE THE HEALTH CRISIS

All figures are IFRS consolidated financials

Due to the unprecedented health crisis, Mutandis took the necessary measures to: protect employees and clients, 
adapt its businesses to the market changes, control costs and  save cash.

> H1 Consolidated revenues: MAD 683 million, stable compared to H1 2019 ;
> This stability shows the company’s resilience within such unprecedented health crisis ;
> H1 revenues usually represent 47% of the annual total (average 2017-2019).

H1 REVENUES 

MARQUES PROPRES

BOTTLES REVENUES IN MAD MILLION 

FRUIT JUICE REVENUES IN MAD MILLION 

Q2 FINANCIAL INDICATORS
FINANCIAL 

RELEASE

In MAD MILLION H1  2019 H1 2020 VAR % Q2 2019 Q2 2020 VAR %

Consolidated revenues 684 683 0% 368 350 -5%

Detergents : MAD 338 million (+10%)

-  Our own brands’ revenues show a steady growth (up +11% vs H1 2019), pulled by Maxis’ 
bleach and small format Magix hand powder ;      

- In volume, our brands are up +17% vs H1 2019 ;        

-  By category: bleach revenues are up +65%, due to the current health context. Maxis’ surface 
cleaner and Magix hand powder are up respectively +11% and +7%. 

Seafood : MAD 225 million (+6%)

-  Seafood revenues are mostly made of fish cans sales (+5% vs H1 2019), plus unsuitable fish 
and byproducts (+20% vs H1 2019) ;

-  Cans volumes increased in lower proportions than revenues (+3% vs H1 2019), reflecting 
a favorable price effect.

Beaverage Bottles : MAD 85 million (-34%)

-  Bottles volumes are down -20%, mainly due to the health lock down and the closure of 
hotels restaurants and coffee shops ; 

-  The main contracts are indexed to PET evolution :  the historical decline of oil price is 
reflected in sales prices, with no impact on our profits ; 

- In total, revenues are down -34% vs H1 2019.  

Fruit Juice  : MAD 34 million (-4%)

-  Strong growth over the first quarter, however, the closure of hotels, restaurants and coffee 
shops highly impacted the second quarter sales ;  

-  Our own brands (mostly constituting our revenues) are slightly down in Morocco (-2% vs 
H1 2019) ;

-  Airline companies revenues are sharply down (-32% vs H1 2019), offset by the increase of 
export sales (+10% vs H1 2019) ;

-  In total, revenues are down -4% vs H1 2019 (in value and volume). 

CAPEX AND NET DEBT 
- June 2020 investments: MAD 32 million, in line with the forecast (excluding IFRS 16 impact).
- June 2020 bank Net Debt: MAD 318 million (vs MAD 241 million as of end of december 2019) i.e a gearing of 25%.
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